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BEEPG ANNUAL MEETING: 7 May 2010 

As usual since 2007, we met in the delightful room in the Human Resources Management Department of the 

University of Westminster’s world-identifiable campus by Baker Street in central London. As always, we sincerely 

thank Christine Porter for her interest in our Group and for the Centre’s very generous hospitality. 

Our theme was Psycholinguistics. All three papers compare results from low inflection English language research 

against highly inflected Polish, a language which has contributed to crosslinguistic comparisons since the 1920s 

establishment of the Prague Linguistic Circle (below p. 10). Ewa Dąbrowska’s paper comes from the Cognitive 

Linguistics school; Żanna Szlachta’s adopts behavioural and imaging techniques; and Marcin Szczerbinski’s 

compares the Polish – English predictive validity of various instruments associated with children’s literacy progress.  

See p.8 for key linguistic definitions and p. 10 for brief outlines of Slav and Hungarian grammar systems 

Individual differences in native language attainment: UK and Poland 
Ewa Dąbrowska, Northumbria University, UK; Editor in chief, Int. J. Cognitive Linguistics 

ewa.dabrowska@northumbria.ac.uk 

Most linguists assume, either implicitly or explicitly, that all native speakers have more or less the same mental 

grammar.  It is, of course, well established that there are vast individual differences in lexical knowledge and 

knowledge of archaic, formal and literary grammatical constructions (e.g. Little did I know that…); all speakers, 

however, are thought to share the same ‘core’ grammar. In this talk, I summarise recent studies showing that this is 

not the case. The first (Dąbrowska 2008a) tested Polish adult native speakers’ productivity with genitive singular 

endings of masculine nouns, using a nonce word inflection task. The results suggest that different speakers  

apparently attend to different features of the language and consequently have different mental representations of the 

underlying regularities: some speakers consistently use -a, the most frequent Polish noun ending, with all masculine 

nouns; others use -a with animate nouns and –u with inanimates; still others use both endings with different 

phonological subclasses; and a small minority rely on more specific semantic cues (e.g. -a with nouns designating 

small easily manipulable objects, -u with nouns designating substances). These results are perhaps not very 

surprising, given that the genitive singular is a highly irregular inflection and hence it is not clear what the ‘correct’ 

generalization would be. However, a second study (Dąbrowska 2008b), testing productivity with dative endings – 

which are almost completely regular – also found large differences between speakers, with individual scores  

ranging from 29% to 100% correct. The differences were strongly correlated with education, with highly educated 

speakers invariably performing at ceiling while less educated speakers showed a range of abilities. 

 Another study (Street & Dąbrowska 2010) tested adult native English speakers’ ability to understand 

passives (e.g. The boy was chased by the girl) and sentences with the universal quantifier every (Every fish is in a 
bowl, Every bowl has a fish in it). Participants listened to test sentences and then chose one of two pictures that went 

with the sentence (e.g. a boy chasing a girl or a girl chasing a boy for the passive sentence; three bowls with fish and 

an extra bowl or three bowls with fish and an extra fish). Highly educated participants (Sheffield University 

graduate students) performed at ceiling on all conditions. Less educated participants (unskilled workers) were also 

at ceiling on the control condition (active sentences like The girl chased the boy), but performed less well on the 

passive (88% correct), still worse (78% correct) on sentences of the form Every NOUN is in a NOUN, and at chance 

(43% correct) on sentences of the form Every NOUN has a NOUN in it. Interestingly, however, their performance 

improved dramatically after brief training, suggesting that their initial problems were due to insufficient exposure. 

The existence of such differences has far-reaching implications for linguistic theory and for theories of language 

development. Rather than speculating how speakers end up with the same grammar despite having been exposed to 

different input, we need to ask whether the differences are attributable to differences in linguistic experience, 

ability, cognitive style, or a combination of these factors. 

References:  
Dąbrowska, E. (2008a).  The later development of an early-emerging system: The curious case of the Polish genitive. 

Linguistics, 46, 629-650 

Dąbrowska, E. (2008b). Effects of frequency and neighbourhood density on adult speakers' productivity with Polish case 

inflections: An empirical test of usage-based approaches to morphology. J. of Memory and Language, 58, 931-951 

Street, J., & Dabrowska, E. (2010). More individual differences in language attainment: How much do adult native speakers of 

English know about passives and quantifiers? Lingua, 120, 2080-2094 

Dąbrowska, E & Szczerbinski, M., 2006. Polish children’s productivity. J. Child Langauge, 33, 559 – 597 

 

Re Cognitive Linguistics: see p. 11 below 
For other Slav Cognitive Linguistics research, mainly by the U.S. diaspora, see: 

http://www.Languages.uchicago.edu/scla  
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A neuroimaging approach to processing lexical complexity in Polish 
Żanna Szlachta, Cognitive Brain Unit, Cambridge University, UK:   

zanna.szlachta@mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk 

Speech processing in healthy individuals is supported by a bilateral fronto-temporal language network, 

encompassing the temporal lobes and inferior frontal gyri. Evidence from English suggests that this network  

consists of two interdependent subsystems involved in processing two kinds of complexity. A bi-hemispheric 

subsystem supports the processing of general perceptual complexity, e.g. stem competition in words like claim 

(embedded stem clay); while a left-lateralised subsystem supports the processing of specifically linguistic 

complexity, e.g. affix decomposition in regular past tense forms like play + ed [1].We asked whether we can find 

similar distinctions in Polish – a Slav language with highly complex morphology. Its noun paradigm has 7 cases and 

2 numbers, with variations marked by inflectional suffixes. Its verb paradigm uses suffixes to mark tense, number, 

person and gender, and also shows stem form alternations (1 to 5 stems per verb). Previous Polish language research 

exploring stem- and inflection-based complexity in an elicitation task showed that aphasic patients show a 

dissociation of pure stem and inflection errors in speech production, while healthy volunteers’ reaction times 

increase with complexity of the verb (with more stems/more inflections). A functional MRI study (also using a 

production task) revealed the same pattern, with increased activation for more complex stimuli – bilateral temporal 

and LIFG for stems, and bilateral fronto-temporal for inflections [2].  

In the current study, focusing on the comprehension of spoken complex forms, we used words with embedded  

stems (as in English) to increase general perceptual complexity and thereby engage the hypothesized bilateral 

subsystem, e.g. kotlet (cutlet) / kot (cat) or szaleć (to be crazy) / szal (scarf). To investigate specifically linguistic 

processing, we used three types of complexity, some not present in English: 

Simple vs. case-inflected nouns, e.g. dom / dom-u (cf. play / played) 

Verbs with varying numbers of stem alternations, e.g. puszczę (2 stems) / niosę (4 stems) 

Verb stems with varying numbers of possible inflectional endings, e.g. niosę (stem nios- takes 11 possible 

inflections) / niósł (stem niós- takes 1 inflection) 

We employed both behavioural (lexical decision) and brain imaging (fMRI) methods to study this processing. The 

behavioural component revealed an effect of linguistic complexity and embeddedness in nouns, where  

inflected and embedded nouns had significantly longer RTs than simple nouns in a lexical decision task. There  

was a contrasting effect of number of stems in verbs, where verbs with more stem form alternations elicited faster 

RTs. Verbs showed no effect of number of inflections. The study’s imaging component revealed bilateral effects  

of general perceptual complexity in both nouns and verbs, replicating results from English. This complexity,  

elicited here through stem competition, was expressed as the ratio of the frequencies of the embedded stem and  

the whole word (stem competition), and was shown to modulate activation in superior and middle temporal areas 

bilaterally. We found no effect of the presence/absence of inflection in nouns: both simple and inflected nouns 

activated bilateral temporal and left inferior frontal areas. For verbs, we showed that the number of stem alternations 

modulated activity in the left middle and superior temporal gyri, with increased complexity (more stem forms) 

leading to a decrease in activation. This is in line with the behavioural results. There was no significant difference  

in activation between verbs with low and high number of inflections, also in line with the behavioural results. 

To summarise, evidence from English suggests that speech processing uses a bilateral fronto-temporal network, 

which can be further subdivided into two interdependent subsystems. This study showed that the bilateral  

subsystem activation for general processing complexity (stem competition), seen in English, also extends to Polish. 

The left lateralised subsystem is engaged by inflectionally complex words in English. For Polish, however, we saw 

behavioural effects of inflectional complexity (slower RTs to overtly suffixed forms) but no differences in neural 

activation. This may be because equal linguistic ‘complexity’ underlies both dom-Ø and dom-u in Polish (unlike the 

English contrast between, e.g. jump and jumped). For stem-based complexity (stem form alternations) we saw left 

temporal activation, in line with our behavioural results and English findings showing left-lateralised activation for 

linguistically complex forms. However, these effects were directionally different from production, likely reflecting 

different task demands. These facilitatory effects in comprehension, driven by the presence of multiple stem forms, 

may be akin to the processing advantage reported elsewhere [3] for words with multiple senses. 

References: 
Marslen-Wilson, W.D. & Tyler L.K. (2007) Morphology, language and the brain: the decompositional substrate for language comprehension. 

Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B. 362, 823-836. 

Jelowicka A. (in prep) Processing morphological complexity in Polish: Stems and affixes in a healthy and aphasic language system. 

Unpublished PhD Thesis, University of Cambridge. 

Rodd, J., Gaskell, G. & Marslen-Wilson, W.D. (2002) Making Sense of Semantic Ambiguity: Semantic Competition in Lexical Access. 

Journal of Memory and Language 46, 245-266. 
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Developing a screening test for literacy difficulties: the Polish experience 
Marcin Szczerbinski, School of Applied Psychology, University College Cork, Irish Republic; 

m.szczerbinski@ucc.ie 

Marcin Szczerbinski and colleagues carried out a longitudinal study of early literacy development in Polish. They 

asked if the cognitive skills necessary for literacy acquisition are the same in Polish and English, and in particular if 

the Wolf and Bowers (1999) double deficit model of developmental dyslexia is suitable in the Polish context.  

Baseline assessments were administered to 160 monolingual Polish children at reception (mean age 6 years 3 

months). These assessments involved the following skills:  

1. Letter knowledge (measured twice, at the beginning and the end of the reception year);  

2. Phonological awareness: alliteration detection; phoneme analysis; phoneme blending; phoneme and syllable 

analysis and blending (Styczek’s Test);  

3. Phonological loop functioning: non-word repetition;  

4. Rapid automatized naming (RAN) of colours; objects; colours and objects;  

5. Motor skills: bead threading; manual speed (Stroke Test); 

6: Visuo-motor skills: Spionek’s Design Reproduction test;  

7: Intelligence tests: Columbia Mental Development Scale; Brief Intelligence Scale (KSI); and Draw a Man.  

The literacy skills of 113 of these children were assessed at the end of Grade 2 (mean age 8 years 9 months) and of 

96 children one year later, at the end of Grade 3. The following skills were measured:  

1. Accuracy and speed of word recognition: Word and pseudoword reading rate (grade 2); Text reading rate 

(grade 2); Sentence reading rate (grades 2 & 3) 

2. Reading comprehension: Following written commands (grade 2); Word choice: The Dwarfs Story 

(grade 2); Word choice: short stories (grade 3) 

3. Spelling: 15 words spelling to dictation test (grades 2 & 3); Orthographic choice test (grades 2 & 3) 

Variables measured at reception were used to predict individual differences in literacy skills in 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 grade.  

By far the best predictor was the second test of letter knowledge (administered towards the end of reception year), 

with RAN Colours and Pictures making a small additional contribution. When letter knowledge was excluded from 

among predictors, it was the phoneme analysis test and RAN tests that were the best predictors. Phonological 

awareness and rapid naming were both significant and partly independent predictors of literacy skills, which was 

consistent with Wolf & Bowers (1999) double deficit theory.    

Further analyses were carried out to identify children experiencing literacy difficulties in grades 2 and 3 on the  

basis of their performance at reception. Just two reception tests (second tests of letter knowledge + RAN Colours 

and Pictures) showed 40% sensitivity, 99% specificity, and 86% positive predictive value for detecting literacy 

difficulties at the end of Grade 2. The analogous figures for grade 3 were: 31% sensitivity, 97% specificity and  

67% positive predictive value.  

The results indicate that it is possible to construct a simple screening test for early detection of literacy difficulties  

in Polish. Such a test was constructed and normed following the study described here (Szczerbinski & Pelc-Pekala, 

2008). However, the authors would like to caution against the uncritical adoption of mass screening.  Whether early 

screening is the best approach for treatment of literacy difficulties depends not only on the availability of a good 

enough screening tool, but also on several other considerations, such as the cost effectiveness of screening, and  

the availability of appropriate intervention for cases identified as positive (i.e. at risk of literacy difficulties).  

References: 
Wolf, M., & Bowers, P. G. (1999). The double deficit hypothesis for the developmental dyslexias. Journal of Educational 

Psychology, 91, 3, 415-438.  

Szczerbiński M., i Pelc-Pękala O. (2008). Przesiewowy Test Dekodowania [Screening Test for Decoding] Kraków: Authors. 

 

 

OFFER OF MATERIALS ON RUSSIAN SOVIET PSYCHOLOGY 

 

Professor Nigel Foreman, who founded the British and East European Psychology Group in 1992 
from his then base at the University of Leicester, offers a sizeable collection of books and other 
materials relating to Soviet era psychology in Russia to anyone working on a relevant project. 

Anyone interested please contact Professor Foreman at: n.foreman@mdx.ac.uk 
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Laboratory of Speech and Psycholinguistic, RAS Institute of Psychology (RAS – IP) 
 Professor Natalia D. Pavlova, Director of Laboratory: pavlova_natalya@mail.ru 

 
The laboratory was founded in 1983 by Academician Tatiana N. Ushakova. She and her colleagues explored 

psychological mechanisms of speech, as the base of speech production and comprehension. Such themes as  

inner speech, verbal associations and memory, speaker’s intentions, speech semantics and development were 

elaborated (Ushakova et al., 1989, 1995, 2000).   

Natalya D. Pavlova, the present head of the Laboratory, leads empirical and theoretical work that includes topics 

and methods related to the problems of psychological determination of Discourse. She proposes the intentional 

model of discourse and considers the intentional base of discourse as the main determinant of its organization. 

Working with different types of discourse (political, mass-medial, pedagogical), Pavlova and colleagues  

investigate the relationship between communicant’s intentions and such aspects of discourse as interactive, 

rhetorical, thematic ones (Pavlova, 2007).  

This theme has been maintained in the Laboratory up to the present day (Pavlova et al., 2002, 2005, 2007).  

For example, Irina A. Zachosova presented the results of the empirical study of everyday conversation, where 

connections between communicant’s intentions and their relations were shown (Pavlovaet al., 2007). Tina A. 

Kubrak investigated an intention to self-present in the different types of discourse, and its influence on their 

organization (Pavlova et al., 2005, 2007). 

In the same Laboratory Nicolay A. Almayev has developed an original ‘Psychological theory of meaning’ 

(Almayev, 2006), which is based on Husserlian phenomenology combined with experimental studies. Now  

the main field of his interests is in content-analytical study of individual differences and its application in  

synergistic exploration along with questionnaires (Pavlova  et al., 2005, 2007). 

Anatoly N. Voronin works on psychology of various types of abilities, including discourse abilities, which  

provide discourse behaviour that is adequate to the situation and social context. Olga M. Kochkina carried out 

research showing that in case of deeper involvement in discourse, practical language abilities are differentiated, 

causing discourse abilities to stand out as an independent relevant factor (Voronin et al., 2008). 

References: 
(Ushakovaetal., 1989) Ушакова Т.Н., Павлова Н.Д., Зачесова И.А. Речь человека в общении. М., «Наука». 1989. 
(Ushakovaetal., 1995) Ушакова Т.Н., Павлова Н.Д., Латынов В.В., Павлова А.А. Ведение политических дискуссий. М., 

1995. 
(Ushakovaetal., 2000). Ушакова Т.Н., Павлова Н.Д., Алексеев К.И., Латынов В.В., Цепцов В.А. Слово в действии. СПб., 

«Алетейя», 2000. 
(Pavlova, 2007) Павлова Н.Д. Новые направления исследований в психологии речи и психолингвистике // 

«Психологический журнал». 2007, т.28, №2, с.19-30. 
(Pavlovaetal., 2002) Психологические исследования дискурса. М., «ПЕРСЭ». 2002. 
(Pavlovaetal., 2005) Проблемы психологии дискурса. М., Изд-во «Институт психологии РАН». 2005. 
(Pavlovaetal., 2007) Ситуационная и личностная детерминация дискурса. М., Изд-во «Институт психологии РАН». 2007. 
(Almayev 2006) Элементы психологической теории значения.М., Изд-во «Институт психологии РАН». 2006. 
(Voronin et al., 2008) Воронин А.Н., Кочкина О.М. Дискурсивные и лингвистические способности в структуре интеллекта 

человека.//Психология. Журнал Высшей школы экономики. Том 5, №2, 2008. С.124-132. 
 

 ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ 
 

Language Researches in the Psychology Department, University of Tartu, Estonia:  
Tiia Tulviste, Head of Language Studies: tiia.tulviste@ut.ee 

How to use language and socialisation through language: Estonian and international studies 
Tiia Tulviste with her colleagues has examined the characteristics of language socialization – socialization of  
how to use language (articles 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6) and socialization through language (articles 4 & 7) – in mother-

child interaction and peer interaction in different socio-cultural settings. The main interest was to find out how both 

the immediate interaction context and the larger socio-cultural context influence mother - child communication. 

In these studies primarily real-life interactions between mothers and children were observed and analysed; mothers’ 

attitudinal reports were used to provide background – and backup – knowledge. Attention was paid to the amount  
of talk and amount of regulatory speech addressed to children of different ages and in varied interaction contexts.  

Firstly, an international study that compared Estonian, United States and Swedish mothers’ interaction with 2-year-

old children found that American mothers expected more verbalization from their children than Estonian and 

Swedish mothers (article 1). The Estonian toddlers and their mothers talked less than the others. Estonian mothers 

were found to produce more directive speech to regulate the 2-year-olds’ attention, wanting their children to 
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concentrate on the ongoing activity. The direct conversational style of Estonian mothers was also revealed in the 

fact that a lion’s share of their regulatory speech consisted of pure imperatives. At the same time,                    (over) 

American and Swedish mothers preferred to use more indirect ways (declaratives and questions) for regulating their 

children’s behaviour (articles 1, 2). Studies about Estonian mother-child interaction showed that maternal speech 

towards children of different age varied greatly: at meals more talk was prompted from 6-year-olds than from 2- or 

4-year-olds, and during puzzle solving the 2-year-olds received more behavioural and attentional directives than 4- 

or 6-year-olds. In spite of these age differences, the direct conversational style still dominated in mothers of 6-year-

olds (articles 2, 3, 15).  

With adolescents, Estonian middle-class mothers’ direct conversational made them different not only from 

American mothers (article 1, 5, 13) but also from mothers residing in neighbouring countries (in Finland and 

Sweden), including Estonian-speaking mothers who lived in Sweden (articles 9, 10, 11). The Estonian mothers 

seemed to favour the direct, imperative form of regulatory language over more ‘polite’, mitigated or indirect forms 

that were frequently used by the American, Finnish, and Swedish mothers of teenagers (article 1, 2, 5, 11). 

Generally, all studies with toddlers and preschool children demonstrated the tendency of Estonian mothers to be 

more concerned with controlling children’s behaviour and less with prompting their conversational participation. 

When talking with adolescents, conversation- eliciting utterances dominated over behavioural directives. At the 

same time, Estonian mothers used behavioural directives more frequently than mothers with different socio-cultural 

backgrounds. The Swedish mothers living in Sweden were talkative, as were the adolescents from Swedish 

monolingual and Estonian Swedish bilingual families. Mothers and adolescents from monolingual Estonian and 

Finnish families differed on none of our measures of amount of speech (article 7).  

Based on our results of the Estonian Swedish bilingual sample, it seems likely that the influence of another  

language and culture shows sometimes more clearly in the younger generation of bicultural immigrant families. 

Little talk seems to be characteristic of Finno-Ugric people, and might be decreasing in time under the influence  

of a more talk-oriented cultural context. Furthermore, it proved difficult to categorize teens and their mothers on  

the basis of the relative frequency of a controlling behaviour style vs. a conversation eliciting style, as commonly 

used in research on mothers’ interactions with infants and toddlers (e.g. Hoff-Ginsberg, 1991; McDonald & Pien, 

1982, and Pine, 1994). The U.S. American mothers and teens were likely to be talkative and to prefer the 

conversation-eliciting style. The Estonian teens talked little and used regulatory language seldom, whereas their 

mothers tended to also talk little, but at the same time were very regulative with regard to their children’s behaviour 

and to their conversational participation. The Swedish mothers, in contrast, were talkative, elicited talk seldom and 

used behavioural directives more than the U.S. mothers. These studies demonstrated that the pattern of middle-class 

family interactions in Estonia is more hierarchical and less democratic than many previous studies of Anglo-

American middle-class families have found to be typical typical (see above).  

Earlier studies also suggest that the maternal talk-eliciting style is the optimal way of facilitating cognitive, social, 

and emotional development in the child. However, our findings that conversational style with children is culture-

specific seem to raise the question whether the same optimal association also holds true in cultures where people 

talk less than in most U.S. Anglo-American families.  

Language is also a tool for transmitting the important values of their culture to children. The research on regulatory 

comments at mealtimes (made so that the conversational partner behaves or talks according to social and 

conversational rules) revealed great socio-cultural differences in social and conversational priorities (articles 22, 

23). In the Estonian monocultural sample and in both Finnish samples, table manners were stressed, but Swedish 

monocultural families gave more attention to the issues of morality. Also, both Estonian samples made many other 

comments on behaviour; Finnish monocultural families made significantly fewer comments on the quality of talk, 

and Finnish bicultural families provided more metalinguistic comments than others. One can argue that the 

frequency and kind of family discourses about social and conversational rules, may in turn be the precursor of 

individual and cultural variability in children’s social understanding.  

We also studied social and conversational rule following in the contexts of peer interaction. Preschool children’s 

peer interactions showed significant gender differences, as regards both the dominant social domain and the 

prevailing types of rules within each domain (article 24). Boys referred to moral rules more often than girls, and  

boys were significantly more likely than girls to bring up justice and rights issues. Another peer interaction study 

showed that older children and more talkative children mentioned more conventional rules; boys tended to refer to 

moral rules more often than girls, yet the use of moral rules was not influenced by age or child talkativeness. This 

supports the idea that different children respect social norms of different domains differently: the use of moral rules 

does not seem to be influenced by the characteristics of the child, while the references to conventional rules depend 

on the age and talkativeness of the child (article 26). 
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There is still an unresolved question concerning the factors responsible for variation in language socialization in 

general, and in maternal ways of talking in particular. The findings indicating more asymmetrical communication  

in Estonian and Finnish families than in Sweden may express also a more general cultural belief system, namely, 

the Swedish ‘equality ideology’. The use of language might be related to cultural models of family and self. To 

investigate this, we compared the autonomy orientation of Estonian mothers and teenagers living in Estonia, with 

that of Swedish-Estonian and Swedish families living in Sweden, and its relationship with the amount of talk 

(articles 20, 25). Autonomy orientation was defined as the frequency of expressing personal needs, preferences, and 

avoidances, as well as personal evaluations and opinion during real-life family mealtime conversations. The results 

indicate that compared to the Swedish participants, those from both Estonian samples expressed autonomy less 

frequently. Also, being talkative does not always mean expressing more autonomy: The Swedish preadolescents 

who were the most talkative and whose mothers were talking less, were more likely to show autonomy orientation. 

References: 1. Junefelt, K. & Tulviste, T. (1997). Regulation and praise in American, Estonian, and Swedish mother-child 
interaction. Mind, Culture, And Activity: An International Journal. Vol.4, No.1, 24-33 

2. Tulviste, T. & Raudsepp, M. (1997). The conversational style of Estonian mothers. First Language, 17, 151-163.  
3. Tulviste, T. (1998). How much talk is expected from Estonian children. Trames, 2, 120-129. 
4. Junefelt, K. & Tulviste, T. (1998). American, Estonian and Swedish mothers' regulation of their children's discourse construction. 

M. de Lyra, & J. Valsiner (Eds.), Construction of psychological processes in interpersonal communication (pp.137-154). Vol. 4, 
Child Development within Culturally Structured Environments. Stamford, C.: Ablex. 

5. Socialization at meals: American and Estonian mother-adolescent interaction J. Cross-Cultural Psychology, 31, 537-556. 
6. De Geer,B & Tulviste,T (2002). Behaviour regulation in the family context in Estonia and Sweden. Pragmatics, 12, 3, 329-346. 
8. Tulviste, T., Mizera, L., De Geer, B., and Tryggvason, M.-T. (2003). A silent Finn, a silent Finno-Ugric, or a silent Nordic? A 

comparative study of Estonian, Finnish and Swedish mother-adolescent interactions. Applied Psycholinguistics, 24, 249-265. 
9. Tulviste, T. (2003). Contextual variability in interactions between mothers and 2-year-olds. First Language, 23, 311-325. 
10. Tulviste, T. (2004). Mothers’conversational styles across cultures. The case of Estonia, Finland, Sweden and the U.S.  

Proceedings of the IACCP XVIth Congress, Yogyakarta, Indoneesia, July 15-July 19, 2002. 
11. Tulviste, T. (2004). Socio-cultural variation in mothers’ control over children’s behavior. Ethos, 32 (1): 34-50. 
12. Tulviste, T., Mizera, L., and De Geer, B. (2004). Expressing communicative intents in Estonian, Finnish, and Swedish 

mother-adolescent interactions. Journal of Child Language, 4, 801-819. 
13. De Geer, B., Tulviste, T., Mizera, L. (2005). Regulation of behavior and attention in Estonian, Finnish, and Swedish peer 

interaction. Pragmatics, Vol. 15, 1, 1-24. 
14. Tulviste, T., Mizera, L, & De Geer, B. (2006). Teenagers’ contribution to family mealtime conversations, Estonia, Sweden, 

and the U.S. In A. M. Columbus (Ed.), Advances in Psychology Research (pp. 159-180).Vol. 45. NY: Nova Science  
15. Tulviste, T., Mizera, L., De Geer, B. & Tryggvason, M.-T. (2010). Cultural, contextual and gender differences in peer talk. 

Scandinavian Journal of Psychology, 51, 4, 319-325. 
16. Tulviste, T. (2001). Can differences in mother-child interaction be explained by context and collectivistic attitudes expressed 

by mothers? Applied Psycholinguistics, 22, 541-554.  
17. Tulviste, T. & Kants, L. (2001). Conversational styles of mothers with different value priorities:  Comparing Estonian mothers 

in Estonia and Sweden. European Journal of Psychology of Education, 16, 221-229. 
18. Mizera, L. &. Tulviste, T. (2002). Mothers' child-rearing attitudes and verbal behavior: A comparative study. Psychology of 

Language and Communication, vol.6, no.2, 47-52. 
19. Tulviste, T., Mizera, L., De Geer, B., and Tryggvason, M.-T. (2003). A comparison of Estonian, Swedish, and Finnish 

mothers’ controlling attitudes and behavior. International Journal of Psychology, 38, 11-18.  
20. Tulviste, T. (2007). Autonomy orientation in the socialization of Estonian children. In G. Zheng, K. Leung, & J. Adair (Eds), 

Perspectives and Progress in Contemporary Cross-Cultural Psychology (pp. 89-96). Beijing: China Light Industry Press. 
21. Tulviste, T., & De Geer, B. (2009). Autonomy orientation in Estonian and Swedish family interactions. Pragmatics, 19:2, 279-

291. 
22. De Geer, B., Tulviste, T., Mizera, L. and Tryggvason, M.-T. (2002). Language in socialization: Pragmatic socialization during 

dinnertime in Estonian, Finnish and Swedish families. Journal of Pragmatics, 34, 1757-1786. 
23. Tulviste, T., Mizera, L., De Geer, B., and Tryggvason, M.-T. (2002). Verbal comments as tools of family socialization: A 

comparison of Estonian, Swedish and Finnish mealtime interaction. Language in Society, Vol. 31, 655-678.  
24. Tulviste, T., & Koor, M. (2005). ‘Hands off the car, it’s mine!’ and ‘The teacher will be angry if we don’t play nicely’: Gender-

related preferences in the use of moral rules and social conventions in preschoolers’ dyadic play. Sex Roles: A Journal of 
Research, 53, 57-66.. 

25. De Geer, B., Tulviste, T. (2005). ‘You are not allowed to pull someone's tail!’ A cross-cultural comparison of socio-moral 
comments in Estonian  and Swedish peer interaction. Pragmatics, 15, 349- 368.  

26. Tõugu, P. & Tulviste, T. (2010). References to social norms by preschool children and their linguistic expression. European 
Journal of Developmental Psychology, 7 (2), 249–264. 

27. Tulviste et al. have also adapted some tests for measuring the level of child language development (article 27). 
28. Tulviste, T. (2007). Variation in vocabulary development among Estonian children as a function of child’s gender, birth order, 

child-care, and parental education. In M Eriksson (Ed.), Proceedings from the First European Network Meeting on the 
Communicative Development Inventories (pp. 16-21). Gävle, Sweden: University of Gävle. 
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PSYCHOLINGUISTICS IN EAST AND CENTRAL EUROPE: OVERVIEW 

After a short contextual summary of the east and central European history and various, we summarise nine research 

papers that have various theoretical orientations. Two come from national institutes (Czech and Russian Academies 

of Sciences); one from the Psychology Departments of Belgrade and Novi Sad (Serbia); two are from Cognitive 

Science Departments (Sofia and Budapest); four are from Linguistics Departments in e. and c. Europe. To reduce 

the task, the overview is limited to noun grammar, (a) because grammar probably remains the field of sharpest  

divide between environmental / nativist and related functional / structuralist psycholinguistics, and most important 

research teams have some work on nouns. There are also two neurolinguistic studies on the major semantic 

categories of concreteness and abstractness.   

Given that comparative linguistics is utterly key to modern psycholinguistics, perhaps it is understandable that this 

overview, as others recently, shows some commonality of east European topics and method with western, and 

western research. However, it is far from the case that any of these summarised papers simply duplicate western 

mainstream work. The highly inflected Slav and non-configurational (roughly, agglutinating) Finno-Uralic 

languages are richly significant for psycholinguistic theory, and from paradigm methodology via ERP attention to 

issues of brain timing, to Information Theory analysis of morphological processing, the papers respond to this 

richness with methods that are less usual in western psycholingusitic work.  

The description (p. 10) of Hungarian, a non-configurational language, is kindly supplied by Dr. Agnes Lukács of 

Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Department of Cognitive Science (also p. 14).  

CONTEXT 
Russia: environmentalism, functionalism and self-organising systems theory 
For reasons that may predate Marxist influence, East European functionalism never saw language as isolated from 

communication. However, within early Soviet psychology, its importance was disputed even by those such as 

Kharkov school adherents who opposed the so-called vulgar materialism that many saw as correct interpretation of 

Marxism. On the one hand, for Vygotsky (1934 / 1962) and his close colleagues, interiorisation of signs by the very 

young child was a social process in which the mother interpreted the baby’s movements as meaningful gestures, and 

thus induced preverbal and verbal capacities. In turn, communication was key for the development of all higher 
mental functioning. On the other hand, closely allied Activity Theorists, also radical opponents of vulgar 

materialism (Sergei Rubinstein, 1940/1946; A. N. Leontiev, 1977, and others), took a broader approach, based on 

their analysis of human action as goal directed and subject to on-going external and internal monitoring, with 

language as one of several key aspects of higher mental functioning. (Brushlinsky, 2000; see also Up-Date 25, p. 5) 

Within the same timeframe, P. K. Anokhin proposed his powerful Psychological Systems Theory: the inter-

relatedness of human perceptions and skills, evidence for which often took the form of demonstrating effects across 

modalities and areas of functioning. (Anokhin, 1935; many other references). This became the settled position of the 

Russian Academy of Science Institute of Psychology (Lomov, 1982), and today, Systems Theory research continues 

widely in Russia. For example, Anokhin’s former student, Yuri I. Aleksandrov, Director of the RAS-IP Laboratory 

of the Neural Basis of Mind, demonstrates that acoustically identical verbal stimuli produce different processing in 

the auditory cortex, depending on their emotional connotations (Alexandrov et al., 2007). 

                                                     Key linguistic concepts: 

Productivity: the potential for language users to create, intentionally or unintentionally, new formations 
which are in principle uncountable (Schultink, 1961 p. 113) 

Transparency: the ease of following the mechanics of the language, e.g. in grammar, of morpheme 
change in the declension and conjugation systems – usually stem vowel change (as sing, sang, sung in 
German / English) and / or stem-final consonant change 

Saliency: the power of a language unit 

Iconicity: the motivated match between sign and signified. Sapir, 1921; Pierce, 1965; Jakobson, 1970  

Bi-directional uniqueness: between form and meaning - avoidance of synonymy and polysemy    

Lexeme – the set of forms taken by a single word (set of lemmas)  
Lemma – an inflected variant of its lexeme 

Morphology – the study of morphemes, the smallest meaningful linguistic unit (which indeed ‘morph’). 

Declension class – classification of noun groups according to pattern of stem alternations and suffixes   

Configurational / agglutinating languages – word order of high / minimal significance  
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Central Europe 
In 1926, scholars from east and west Europe met in the Linguistics Department, then in the Philosophy Faculty of 

Charles University, to form the Prague Linguistic Circle (PLC). They included Soviet émigrés Roman Jakobson and 

N.S. Trubetzkoj, who had left behind them the Moscow Linguistic Circle. The multi-lingual team and their 

admiration for logico-mathematical methods and for biology, led to several world innovations. Westerners know 

Jakobson best for mapping phoneme production features including oral position and voicing.  Linguistics founder, 

De Saussure, recognised the theoretical importance of oppositions rather than individual events, but it was Jakobson 

who saw that absence functions as well as presence. His phonology was the first example of the systematic binary 

marking that is universally used today, and also of distinctive features methodology, another research fundamental.   

Phonology was then the PLC’s pilot discipline (Hajičová & Sgall, 2006) for wider innovation. Thus Jacobson went 

on to develop a grammatical marking system for Russian verb conjugation (1932). A hierarchical semantic analysis 

of the Russian noun case system followed (1936), with distinctions by (a) governance by the verb and (b) three 

semantic features: direction; limitation and marginality. This semantic analysis of case was the fore-runner of the 

now famous Fillmore’s case grammar (1966 and many other references).  

The new methods and multilingual setting also facilitated comparative linguistics and language typology, 

importantly Skalička’s (1935) grammatical comparison of Hungarian, Finnish, Turkish (all non-configurational 

languages) and highly inflected Czech. Language typology then became pilot discipline, in particular demonstrating 

the principled use of probability over against strict implication (Jakobson, 1929; 1958; Sgall, 1999).  

With the 1938 Nazi occupation, Jakobson and Trubetzkoj left for the USA. Productive collaborations with 

American linguists began, e.g. taking Pierce’s theory of iconicity (the motivated match between sign and signified) 

beyond onomatopoeia to the grammatical level that from the 1970s became central to Cognitive Linguistics (see 

Willens & de Cuypere, 2008: Introduction for helpful overview on iconicity). Jakobson also worked with Noam 

Chomsky on syntactic structuralism. Regarding the development of rule governed linguistics itself, Prague linguists 

today (Leška, 1999) regard Latvian origin Morris Halle’s work on the Russian sound system as world lingusitic’s 

first satisfactory response to the rule governed nature of any aspect of language (Halle, 1959). Halle in turn went on 

to work with McClelland, whose parallel distributive processing model forms one arm of the structuralists’ dual or 

associationist  processing models for rule-bound aspects of language (below, p. 11).  

Meanwhile the Circle, renamed the Prague School of Structural and Functional Linguistics and now in the 

Mathematics and Physics Faculty of Charles University, was heavily suspect during the Czechoslovak Socialist 

Republic. However, Party managers of research did come to permit discourse linguistics (the Topic / Focus 

alternation), and slowly phonology, typology and grammar returned, soon with computational methods and limited 

international publishing (Hajičová & Sgall, 2004).  

Today, Eva Hajičová, Petr Sgall and their colleagues in the again renamed Institute of Formal and Computational 

Linguistics, conduct extensive computational work in most areas of psycholinguistics (http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz. 

Importantly, the Institute is producing the Czech Dependency Treebank, based on the internationally acclaimed 

Czech National Corpus of mainly written contemporary Czech. The Treebank incorporates processing at the 

information (topic / focus), morphemic, surface and deep structure grammatical levels (box below for link).  

 

 

E. EUROPEAN NATIONAL LANGUAGE CORPORA (fascinating computational research) 

Mondilex consortium: see www.mondilex.org 

Slavicorp: http://www.slavicorp.polon.uw.edu.pl/english/slavicorp_en.html 

Other important east European language corpora:  
Croatian: http://hnk.ffzg.hr 

Czech: http://ucnk.cuni.cz/english/index.php; Prague Dependency Treebank: http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pdt2.0 

Estonia: http://www.cl.ut.ee/korpused/segakorpus (written);  http://www.cl.ut.ee/suuline (spoken) 

Lithuanian: http://www.lumii.lv/hlt2010 

Hungarian: http://mnsz.nytud.hu 

Lithuanian: http://donelaitis.vdu.lt/main_en.php?id=1 

Serbian: http://www.serbian-corpus.edu.rs 

Russian: http://www.ruscorpora.ru/en 
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East European Languages – with focus on noun grammar 

Slav languages are Indoeuropean, and most have a high level of inflection of nouns, their modifiers, pronouns 

and verbs, which in turn allows fairly free word order. See p. 17 for one noun declension pattern from Serbian 

(where inflection level is relatively low). Inflection can involve two processes: suffixation of stem, and for some 

words, changes in stem vowels and / or stem final consonants This stem vowel / consonant alternation is a main 

source of opaqueness in Slav languages (see box p. 8). Regarding noun functioning, Slav languages have up to 4 

genders (masculine is often divided into animate and inanimate); 2 numbers; cases usually include some for which 

English provides separate prepositions, e.g. Locative (mainly answering Where?) and Instrumental (answering With 
what? and more metaphorically, With whom?). 

Noun declension patterns are referred to as classes. There are 4 in Serbian, 12 in Lithuanian, but up to 48 

(depending on the needs of the users) in Estonian, a Finno-Uralic language that over the centuries has moved from 

non-configurational (roughly, agglutinating) to highly inflectional-fusional. In all Slav languages, one inflecting 

suffix may serve more than one case / class, referred to as syncretism.  These noun classes are of more significance 

than Latin declensions, e.g. they carry information about the productivity of class members (see box p. 8). Thus for 

example in Lithuanian, a very old and stable language, several classes are unproductive – their lexemes are archaic 

and cannot be subject to morphological change. See p. 18 for example of a low inflection Slav declension. 

Hungarian - Agnes Lukács, Budapest U. of Technology & Economics, Cognitive Science Department 

Hungarian is a non-configurational language of the Finno-Ugric family with a very rich system of suffixes. Since 

word order is relatively free (in the sense that many configurations yield grammatical sentences, but in most cases 

there is at least a slight difference in meaning), suffixes are of central importance in encoding grammatical 

information and they play a more important role in grammar than they do in configurational languages like English. 

This makes Hungarian an especially suitable language for studying morphological productivity. In Hungarian, a 

word stem can be followed by a number of suffixes. Suffixes can combine, and many combinations are possible 

both in the nominal and in the verbal paradigm (e.g. a noun can have 756 inflectional forms), but the order of 

suffixes within a word is fixed. In a morphologically complex word each suffix has a different (though not 

necessarily a single) grammatical function. In the following example the stem hattyú ‘swan’ is followed by a plural 

suffix, –k, which is followed by an accusative case marker, -Vt (vowel-t): 

a) János szereti a hattyúkat. 

János like-PresDefSg3 the swan-PlAcc: ‘John likes swans’. 

However, in the following example only the accusative case suffix is present, in the form -t: 

b) Péter még sosem látott hattyút. 

Péter yet never see- PastIndefSg3 swan-SgAcc: ‘Peter has never seen a swan.’ 

Although Hungarian is often categorized as an agglutinative language, paradigms in most cases are a mixture of 

agglutinative and non-agglutinative elements. Most suffixes have several allomorphs that agree with the stem in 

vowel frontness and sometimes also in vowel roundness, according to the rules of vowel harmony. The principle of 

vowel harmony makes various demands throughout the Hungarian language, including the requirement for suffix 

vowels to agree with the later vowels of stems in their frontness (e.g. /e/ pronounced as in 'bed'  is a front vowel and 

/a/ pronounced as in 'far' is a back), and sometimes in their roundedness (e.g. /o/ as in 'pot'). See, for example, 

sentence a) above for back vowel harmony of the –Vt (-at) accusative case marker. The front vowel allomorph of 

the accusative case marker is '-et'. 

Besides vowel harmony, suffixation is also governed by other complex morphophonological patterns of stem and 

suffix classes, resulting in several types of irregularity. Verbal inflections mark mood, tense, number, person, and 

the definiteness of the object. Verb inflections agree with both the subject (in person and number) and the object (in 

definiteness), and they also mark tense and mood. Indicative mood, present tense and third person singular subject 

agreement are not overtly marked. In example c), an inflection marking past tense is followed by an inflection 

marking agreement (person, number and definiteness), both attached to the verb stem. In example d), tense is 

unmarked, as the sentence is in the present: 

c) Te olvastál egy könyvet. 

    You read-PastIndefSg1 a book-Acc: ‘You were reading a book’ 

d) Te olvasol egy könyvet. 

> You read-PresIndefSg1 a book-Acc: ‘You are reading a book’  

These irregularities regarding very different language rules from Indo-european, stimulate important research, e.g. 

relating to child language acquisition and possible U-shaped learning curves (below; also pp. 13 & 14).  
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American Structuralism and challenges 
Chomsky’s significance for linguistics is as unrivalled occupant of structuralism’s polar position. Much western 

research elaborates his earlier position (e.g.1959), that all well-formed (legal) sentences can be analysed as tree 

diagrams with interdependencies at progressively lower levels from the surface of noun phrases and verb predicates. 

Eventually the analysis would reach the low level of deep structure, assumed the same for all languages (universal 

grammar, UG). Chomsky proposed that children’s incorrect grammatical generalisations are evidence that 

acquisition of grammar is through rules rather than through memory (that U-shaped learning curves are universal).  . 

Their strong functionalist heritage and the need to account for their highly complex morphologies, limits the 

infuence of  Chomsky among east European linguistics. However, structuralist Stephen Pinker proposed a dual 
processing theory, that the brain manages concrete and imagistic aspects such as vocabulary separately from more 

abstract aspects of language e.h. grammatical rule following, so that grammatical operations are handled online 

online during processing, and without lexical memory (Pinker, 1991; 2000; Pinker & Prince, 1994; Szlachta, p. 3 

above). Papers below show that east European psycholinguists do pay attention to dual processing theory, and 

clearly the greater grammatical complexities of their languages provides a test for this and related theories. 

Already in the 1980s, major challenges to the structuralist’s assumption about child language acquisition had 

sources in central Europe. For example, Dan Slobin launched his Crosslinguistic Study of Child Language 
Acquisition, (CSCLA), based on 28 languages from 8 major language types, and studying the crosslinguistic 

generality of seven operating principles and the validity of Chomsky’s proposed U-shaped grammar acquisition 

curves (Slobin, 1985; see also Pleh, 1990). It is no coincidence that CSCLA’s only Slav language researcher, 

Magdalena Smoczynska, now Director of the Institute of Linguistics, Jagiellonian University, Krakow, was among 

the very first to present acquisition data about highly inflected Polish that strongly challenged Chomsky’s  

assumptions (Smoczynska, 1985). In particular, Smoczynska found only low error rates and very little evidence of 

U-shaped curves, as very young children progressively mastered the complex morphology. Eventually, this entire 

large project came to conclusions similar to Smoczynska’s (Slobin, 1997).   

Another challenge to radical structuralism followed from Brian MacWhinney’s mastery of non-Indoeuroepan 

Hungarian and his establishment, with Elizabeth Bates, of the weighted probability model of child language 

acquisition, with its associated CHILDES acquisition database (Bates & MacWhinney 1987). Elizabeth Bates 

founded the New Bulgarian University Cognitive Sciences Department (see Up-Date, 28, p. 6 and below p. 17), and 

the CHILDES team teach extensively in east Europe, e.g. in the JEKON Centre, University of Zagreb (below p. 13).  

Cognitive Linguistics (CL) 
Cognitive Linguistics researchers within the school rigorously challenge Chomskian structuralism. They work with 

long-established aspects of language as communication, such as salience and iconicity (box p.8). T.P. 

Krzewkowski, (U. Gdansk) contributed substantially to CL’s complex, connotatively based semantic field analyses, 

through his axiological model (e.g. Krzeszowski, 1993). Analysis along Cognitive Linguistics lines also appeared in 

publications of the very extensive Polish – English Contrastive Project, directed for many years by Jacek Fisiak at 

Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan (1966 – 1990; Fisiak, e.g. 1971; 1990). 

Cognitive Grammarians see syntax as fundamentally driven by semantics, and grammatical categories as fully 

semantically specifiable (Langacker, 2008) Most importantly, the criterion of grammaticality is not the 

structuralists’ well-formed sentence, but acceptability, or language-in-use.  Ewa Dąbrowska is Editor in Chief of  

the International Journal of Cognitive Linguistics. Her (1997; see also 2008a) CL specification of the behaviour of 

the Polish Dative case was an important breakthrough, because it showed many uses of this long-established noun 

or pronoun case. The uses are much wider than the classical indirect object, and they converge on whether or not  

the person or metaphorical person (the target) is affected by the action (or metaphorical action) designated by the 

sentence’s verb. For example the choice between genitive and dative in the following sentences depends on  

whether or not the communicator intends to imply that Piotr was personally affected by the crash:  

Piotr:NOM crashed Robert’s:GEN car:ACC  

Piotr:NOM rozbil Roberta:GEN samochod:ACC  (that Robert was personally affected is unspecified). 

Piotr:NOM rozbil Robertowi:DAT samochod:ACC.(implies Robert was affected). 

The flexibility of use of the dative case, which challenges structuralism’s categorical approach to grammar, can  

be seen for example in that: (a) the noun or pronoun that takes the dative case may be either free (where its referent 

is specified), or bound (when the reference is implicit); (b) the acceptability (ie grammaticality) of its use  

in a particular context may be open to doubt; (c)  its use is not specifically tied to the grammatical indirect object, as 

when it is used with intransitive verbs of awareness, perception, knowing, etc. E.g. in the following the object of 

perception is in the nominative:   

Wojtech dreamed of a beautiful girl: 

Wojtechowi:DAT snila:INTRANS FEM PAST sie:REFL PRO piekna dziewczyna(NOM FEM) . 
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Word and Paradigm Morphology 
Wolfgang Dressler (2005; 2007) from the University of Vienna coordinates cross-linguistic comparisons of 

morphology, within the universal markedness, naturalness framework (Mayerthaler, 1977, 1981). He proposes a set 

of universal ‘natural’ preferences for morpheme function, including bi-directional morpheme - referent uniqueness 

(avoiding synonymy / polysemy); high productivity; high transparency (e.g. of word identity in syntactic change).   

This approach grasps the nettle of complex morphology, taking a paradigm approach to word and sentence 

grammar, where users make synchronic but usually not binary choices within sets (grammatical paradigms) of 

inflected stems, available affixes, etc (van Marle, 1995; Pounder, 1987). In particular, the University of Vienna Pre- 

to Protomorpholoy project investigates the parameters of acquisition of these rules by children from 14 languages 

and four language families, from non-configurational Hungarian and Turkish to configurational French (English 

does not provide sufficient morphology to study). Extensive work analyses regular, longitudinal audiorecordings of 

mother – child dyads, from approximately 18 months to 4 years, leading to analyses of noun, verb, etc. 

developmental morphology. 

These developmental word and paradigm projects define pre-morphology as the stage where young children’s 

utterances suggest no awareness of stem change or suffix addition (each word is used in one formation). At the 

proto-morphology level, the child operates some sound alternations and / or suffix additions. At the early 

morphological level the child operates with miniparadigms of not more than 3 stem / affix choices.  

 

SUMMARIES OF RESEARCH PAPERS: 
1. Developmental Linguistics 
1a: Diminutives by Word and Paradigm methodology - wolfgang.dressler@univie.ac.at 
A particular sub-project is the development of diminutives, which are the earliest grammatical operations in nearly 

all languages. In east European languages diminutives are particularly rich, e.g. extending to verbs and adjectives. 

Also, diminutives convey a pragmatic message of endearment, as well as their semantic message of smallness. Thus 

they can provide evidence about very early developmental priority of pragmatic or semantic meaning. The 

following studies audiorecorded mothers with children from about 18/12 to about 30/12. Each individual paper 

gives plentiful statistical analyses that back up these descriptions of very early engagement with morphology.  

Lithuania - i.savickiene@pmdi.vdu.lt; i.savickiene@pmdi.vdu.lt  
From the first recording at 1;7, diminutives were almost as frequent as simplex nouns in the Child Speech (CS) and 

Child Directed Speech (CDS) of Ineta Savickienė’s (Vytautas Magnus University, Kaunas) subject, Rita. Lithuanian 

has 12 classes of simplex nouns, of which six are unproductive (cannot make new combinations), while there are 

only 3 classes of diminutives, all productive. Diminutives also regularise stem sounds compared to related simplex 

stems, and so increase transparency. Thus they provide the child with controlled exposure to morphology. But also 

Savickienė found that the ratio of productive to unproductive diminutives in CDS was significantly greater (p < 

0.001) than the same ratio, if the mother had used the corresponding simplex nouns. Equivalent ratios showed  

mother’s diminutive use also increased transparency, though not reaching statistical significance. Thus consciously 

or unconsciously the mother boot-strapped (Pinker, 1987) very early morphology by selectively feeding diminutives 

that give Rita best opportunity for creative but correct use of morphological suffixes and stem changes.  

Russia: wolfgang.dressler@univie.ac.at.  
However, E. Protassova and M. Voeikova (RAS, St. Petersburg) analyse similar records of a Russian girl and boy, 

and show a more complex situation. Firstly, instructor-mothers gain less from diminutive use because Russian has 

fewer noun classes than Lithuainian, and diminutives improve productivity for only one small class (e.g. myš NOM: 
mouse: unproductive; myška (DIM: mouse): productive). The authors found that it is the salience of Russian 

diminutives, e.g. the common Vk- (vowel-k) formulation (as myška above) that most supports acquisition of 

morphology. Since diminutives occur word-final, they also support learning of word separation. The authors point 

out how Russian nursery rhymes repeat these salient, word-final constructions, thus helping mothers to organise the 
lexicon so that words that sound similar can be taught together. (Protassova & Voeikova, 2009, p. 63) 

The two Russian children had different acquisition paths, and their mothers different instructional styles. Varya was 

already prolific in spontaneous us of diminutives at age 1;7, sometimes generalising them to create legal but un-

recognisable words. She rarely imitated her mother, who regarded diminutives as over-emotional and used few. By 

contrast, Filip’s acquisitional style was to imitate his mother’s CDS, who used diminutives prolifically (50% of all 

her noun tokens). Rankings of Filip and his mother’s five most highly used diminutives, -ka, -ok, -ek, -ik, -ko, are 

identical, and she increased the proportion of new constructions when she felt Filip was ready. Thus by age 2;9, 

Filip’s number of diminutives (types) and of utterances using them (tokens) exceeded Varya’s. 

Finally, regarding earlier emergence of pragmatic or semantic language, these authors present frequencies of the 

children’s use of simplex nouns over against diminutives, as evidence of awareness of the semantic opposition 
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(small – large). Filipp showed a low ratio of diminutive / simplex opposition, supporting the priority of pragmatic 

over semantic use in very early morphological operations, while Varja used diminutives both pragmatically, (for 

adult attention), and also semantically (marking case and number), thus her evidence is equivocal.  

Croatian: mpalmovic@yahoo.com 

Marjan Palmović of the JEKON Interdisciplinary Postgraduate Centre for Language, Communication and Cognitive 

Neuropsychology, Zagreb, http://www.jekon.unizg.hr, explains that Croatian has only three noun classes, with 

regular softening (palatalisation) of certain stem consonants in two of the classes. Thus simplex declension itself is 

relatively straight forward, but the stem-final palatalisation introduces considerable opaqueness, e.g. ruka 

(GEN:arm) turns to ruci (DAT & LOC), etc. This does not happen in the diminutive forms of these nouns, thus 

increasing transparency.  The most common diminutive suffixes are:-ić, -čić (masculine); and  -iča, -ciča (feminine), 

with perfect gender match between simplex and diminutive. While some simplex nouns are non-productive, all 

diminutives are productive. As in Lithuanian, diminutive use reduces the challenges of complex morphology during 

children’s early use, by giving opportunities for grammatically correct productivity, and by increasing transparency.  

Palmović found that her subject’s types and tokens of diminutives were very low until 1;9, with acceleration from 

2;2, when the first 3 member paradigms began. The girl used –iča most frequently, and – ić second, these 

proportions closely matching those of her parents’ CDS. The parents’ use of diminutives was to ‘create a child-

oriented environment’, and similarly the child showed only pragmatic, no semantic use of diminutives.   

Hungarian: contact via wolfgang.dressler@univie.ac.at.  
As in the Russian study, Péter Bodor & Virág Barcza (2007) of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, also found 

individual differences between their subjects, Panna, and Miki, recorded from 2;0 to 3;0 years. Both children started 

with unproductive suffixes such as -u and -ó, with the grammatically most productive -cskA coming later. However, 

Miki had many forms of diminutives from age 2;0 and over the year’s investigation used twice as many diminutive 

suffixes as Panna. His grammatical productivity was earlier, although both productive and unproductive suffixes 

occurred in the CDS and CS of both children. Bodor and Barcza suggest that the Hungarian absolutely regular first 

syllable stress interfered with suffix pronunciation for Panna but not for Miki.  

Regarding the priority of semantic or pragmatic use of diminutives, Panna but not Miki seemed to use them with a 

clear size reference from age 2;0. However the diminutive suffix –ka entered her vocabulary much later:  

 (Looking at a picture):  nem pici baba na (= nagy) ba (= baba) 

                                       not a small baby, a big baby. 

However Miki begins to use the adjective kis (small) at the same time as he begins to use diminutive suffixes, but 

analysis of the latter showed them to have no semantic meaning of ‘smallness’, nor did the authors find a positive 

emotional (pragmatic) use of diminutives in the conversations, nor much effect of grammatical productivity. 

1b: Czech Republic 
Word Order and Case Inflection in Czech lukavsky@praha.psu.cas.cz; smolik@praha.psu.cas.cz 
Within the CHILDES approach (above p. 11), Jíři Lukaský and Filip Smolík, Institute of Psychology, Czech 

Academy of Sciences, investigated Czech 3 yr olds, 5 yr olds and adults’ sensitivity to word order and inflection,  

in an online preferential looking task. Syncretism (identity) of nominative and accusative case stems and suffixes in 

some of the larger word classes in Czech (above p. 10) allows construction of sentences that requires attention to the 

second noun to respove the ambiguity of the first, and of case order. The study aimed to test children’s ability to use 

grammatical cues, and to evaluate the relative importance of word order and case forms in their sentence 

comprehension. Subjects matched one of two pictures to a spoken description, with target sentences vaying in 

respect of word order (SVO and OVS, and in whether the first noun’s nominative differed from its accusative or 

nominative. Gaze was recorded for control purposes at sentence onset, then at 1, 2, 3 and 4 seconds after onset. 

Analysis was by binomial (logistic) mixed models with subjects and stimulus sentences as crossed random factors, 

with gaze direction toward the target picture as binary dependent. 3 yr olds showed some ability to interpret the 

canonical SVO sentences for actor and patient, and thus to correctly match spoken sentence with target picture, even 

when nominative and accusative cannot be distinguished. However, they largely failed to understand OVS 

sentences, shifting gaze away form the target after the first word of the sentence. 5 yr olds showed better ability to 

use inflectional and word order cues, tending to switch gaze to the correct target picture during the third second of 

the task. Only adults relied exclusively on the case inflections with slower processing of OVS sentences, and no 

significant effect of word order on success.    Lukaský and Smolík’s 3 year old result appears to challenge many 

previous findings of inflectional sensitivity in 3 or even 2 year olds (eg. Abbot-Smith et al, 2008). They suggest that 

this is because 3 year olds need greater time to process inflections than was available during this online task.    
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2. Clinical and Information Theory studies 
2a. Clinical conditions and cognitive architecture: Hungarian research – alukacs@cogsci.bme.hu 
At the Department of Cognitive Science of the Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Agnes Lukács 

and colleagues used their non-Indo-European linguistic context to investigate reported language features of 

Williams Syndrome people (WS), and significance of any unusual language functioning for cognitive architecture 

theories. Earlier studies proposed that WS people show: 1. disparity between verbal skills (which may approach 

normal), and non-verbal skills. 2. insensitivity to normal word frequency, e.g. appropriate use of rare words (e.g. 

Temple et al, 2002). 3. specific difficulties with spatial language (e.g. Jarrold et al. 1999). 4. Grammar / vocabulary 

disparity in both directions: Karmiloff-Smith (1997) found grammar poorer than vocabulary skills in WS subjects, 

and in reverse, Clahsen (1999) found intact grammar and weak vocabulary. Clahsen therefore proposed that this 

disparity leant support to the dual processing theory of language processing (above p. 11).  

We summarise three of Lukács’s 10 experiments that compared 14 WS subjects aged 4 to 20 with normally 

developing children controlled for vocabulary (VCs): (Peabody PVT, Csanyi, 1974; Pleh et al.’s, 2002 Hungarian 

norms). Here Group refers to WS / VC; other variables are Block (e.g. grammatical class); Frequency (word 

frequency); Regularity (regular / irregular declension class). Results argue against all four above proposals. 

Study 3, Test of Reception of Grammar (TROG, Bishop, 1983), has blocks of questions each assessing  

different skills (e.g. different word classes). Translation was unproblematic except for: Pronouns (unmarked for 

gender in Hungarian); Reversible Passives (translated as reversible actives with OVS order). Separate English 

prepositions were translated as per the Hungarian suffix system (above p. 10). Group, Block and Group x Block 

differences were significant. WS subjects struggled disproportionately with Reversible Actives and Passives; 

Comparative / Absolute; Postmodified subjects; X but not Y; Relative clauses; and on one of TROG’s two spatial 

blocks (see below Study 10). Thus the grammar of this Hungarian WS sample is far from intact, contra Clahsen, 

(2005), whose controls were matched only for mental age. However, the WS and Controls’ profiles of strengths and 

weaknesses were by and large similar.   

Study 4: Production of regular and irregular morphology (noun plurals and accusatives) 
Lukács et al. studied WS subjects’ skills with Hungarian nouns with regular and irregular stems (see above p. 10). 

Word frequency controlled Noun Allomorph paired pictures (Pleh et al, 2002, augmented), showed Picture 1 in 

nominal position, and Picture 2 to elicit the same noun’s accusative or plural. All main variables, Regularity x 

Frequency, and 3-way interactions were significant, but not Group x Frequency or Group x Regularity. The 

Frequency effect differed between the groups: as would be expected, Controls’ scores were better for Frequent than 

for Infrequent Irregulars (p < .001), but counter-intuitively WS scores showed little Regulars / Irregulars Frequency 

difference. Again, this challenges Clahsen’s results and any implications for cognitive architecture.  

Study 10: knowledge of postpositional case markers in their spatial (ON the table) and non-spatial 
(metaphorical - ON TV) uses. Pictures were designed for nine post-positional Hungarian cases in their Spatial 

(concrete) and Non-spatial (metaphorical) forms. Metaphorical forms of post-positions allowed Ss to rely on lexical 

and pragmatic information alone, without building a mental representation of the spatial reference. The nine suffixes 

encoded information along two dimensions: three Spatial Relations: Container (IN-type), Surface (ON-type) and 

Neighborhood (AT-type) relations; and three Path Types: one STATIC; two dynamic (SOURCE; GOAL). 

There was no significant difference between WS subjects and VCs in the Group x Spatial Relation interaction of  

the 4-way 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 ANOVA. The main effect of Suffix Meaning was significant (p < .001), with both groups 

scoring better on concrete meanings than on metaphorical. Similarly the main effect of Path Type (p < .001) was 

significant, with both groups showing the same order of difficulty for the three types. Thus Study 10 suggested that 

WS spatial language difficulties evaporate when the need to link the spatial language with a scene is removed.  

Only Study 4 in Lukács’s series could possibly suggest that WS subjects are insensitive to normal population word 

frequencies. However, this result occurs in the context of grammatical inflection, so it certainly cannot be assumed 

to support the dual route cognitive architecture theory for language. Further, neither their handling of morphological 

irregularities, e.g. Vowel disappearances, nor of Error Types (Over-regularisation; Don’t know; etc) showed group 

differences with significance for the dual route hypothesis. In fact, half of the 10 studies show no significant 

difference between WS subjects’ scores and verbally matched controls (VCs), and in the others, WS scores lag 

behind VCs’. However, WS subjects’ performance pattern was qualitatively different from VCs in only one study,  

(Grammaticality Judgement).  Thus this series of experiments draws attention to some methodological problems in 

the international WS literature, e.g. the surprisingly wide use of IQ rather than verbal age matching. Importantly, the 

series also extended Karmiloff-Smith’s (1998) doubts about validity of WS results for cognitive architecture. 

Language Impairment (LI) in Hungarian children 
Recently Lukács et al. researched LI children’s linguistic and nonverbal abilities, showing that LI children perform 

worse than VCs on noun morphology (2009a), and noun-verb agreement (2009b), but that these differences 
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disappear when short term memory is included as a covariate. Word length and inflection frequency were 

significant for performance in both groups, with these processing effects stronger in the LI group. These findings 

indicate that processing limitations explain Hungarian speaking LI children’s difficulties better than do accounts 

assuming an impairment of abstract linguistic representations. Also, a probabilistic categorization study shows that 

the impairment is not specific to but also appears in other learning mechanisms(Kemény & Lukács, 2010). 

2b. Serbia, Belgrade and Novi Sad: Adult Word and Paradigm linguistics - pmilin@ff.uns.rs 
Systematic psycholinguistics began in Serbia in the 1950s, when U. of Belgrade Professor Đorđe Kostić began his 

11 million word Serbian Corpus (http://www.serbian-corpus.edu.rs).  Today, sophisticated, corpus-based 

morphological investigations within Information Theory, are led by psychology Professors Aleksander Kostic, U. 

Belgrade (son of Đorđe), and Petar Milin, U. Novi Sad. Milin et al. (2009) explains their position on lexical 

memory systems.  

Dual processing (e.g. Pinker,1999) and distributed processing (e.g. Halle & Marantz, 1993) represent western 

accommodation of lexical inflection. However, both assume that only lexemes (box p. 8), not inflected variants, are 

present in lexical memory, and that linguistic processing includes obligatory morphological decomposition (Taft, 

2004), during which regular inflecting suffixes are applied online. In spite of the thirty years since Slobin et al. 

(1985) confronted psycholinguistic anglocentrism with the sheer complexity of stem and affix changes in inflecting 

and agglutinating languages, Kostic, Milin et al are among relatively few psycholinguists who work within Word 
and Paradigm methodology (above p. 12) to investigate the significance of memory in inflection processes.  

Milin and colleagues have empirically developed weighted models from Kostić’s earlier (e.g. 1991; 1995; Kostić et 

al, 2003) application of Information Theory (IT) to the morphology of Serbian, a moderately inflected language 

where nouns have 3 genders, 2 numbers, and 6 cases that fall into 4 declension classes.  Under IT, the amount of 

information determines the cost (operationalised as RT) of an event such as identifying the appropriate inflected 

variant (lemma) of a word (lexeme). IT also proposes that the amount of information is determined by the 

probability of the event. Together this yields the following formulae for information and probability associated with 

the linguistic unit we:  

I(we)  α  – log2 Pr(we); and Prπ(we) = F(we) / Σ F(we),  

where we is the variant of a lexeme inflected by exponent suffix, e. Milin et al. address the issue of the relative 

power of the various available inputs to the choice of variant (we). These inputs include the probabilities (i) of the 

variant in the context of all the variants in that lexeme’s paradigm; (ii) of the exponent suffix in the context of all 

occurrences of the paradigm’s suffixes (below Table 1).  

I: Lexical operations at the level of individual inflected variants (lemmas) 

Based on a 2 million word reference corpus of written Serbian, Milin et al calculate the frequencies of each of  

the inflected variants (which may have one or more grammatical functions) of the noun under consideration (e.g. 

planina, Table 1); then their frequencies relative to the sum of frequencies of all variants in this noun’s paradigm 

(inflected variant relative frequency). The suffix pattern of the lexeme’s paradigm (6 for planina - see Table 1), is 

the same for all words in the declension class. Milin et al. also calculate their frequencies relative to the larger sum 

of frequencies of all the words in the class (suffix relative frequency):  

IT formula:  Prπ(e) = F(e)/Σe F(we).  

 

Table 1: Inflection of Serbian regular feminine noun planina (mountain) 

Inflected variants & 

case(s) 

Freq - infl.  

variant, eg 

planinu: F(we) 

Rel freq – 

infl. variant 

Information – 

infl. variant 

Freq - exponent 

suffix eg -u 

Rel freq – 

exponent 

suffix 

Info – 

exponent 

suffix 

Planin-a (nom sing; 

gen pl) 

169 0.31 1.69 18715 0.26 1.04 

Planin-u – acc sing  48 0.09 3.47 9918 0.14 2.84 

Planin-e – gen sing; 

nom, acc & voc pl 

191 0.35 1.51 27803 0.39 1.36 

Planin-i – dat / loc 88 0.16 2.64 7072 0.1 3.32 

Planin-om instr s 30 0.05 4.32 4265 0.06 4.06 

Planin-ama – dat/loc 

& instr pl 

26 0.05 4.32 4409 0.06 4.06 
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 Thus these two sets of relative frequencies depend on two corpus subsets: a narrower one (for the paradigm) and a 

wider one (for the declension class), and they are also relative to different sets of summed frequencies, that is, all 

variants (lemmas) in the paradigm, and all exponents (suffixes) in the class.   

Any lexical task involves identifying the correct inflection variant from those available in the paradigm. As in  

Table 1, the word variant relative frequencies (relative to the paradigm) tell us about the amount of information 

transferred for each of these choices, and thus can predict the associated work involved, operationalised as RTs. 

Parallel (but different) information about the work involved in the choices comes from the set of suffix relative 

frequencies. Here Milin et al. use their weighting systems to compensate for the assumption of maximum efficiency 

in coding stems and suffixes, and in respect of complex contextual effects, e.g. those of different lexeme stems on 

their various suffixes. 

The formula for RT that follows from these relative frequency distributions leads to 3 important predictions: 

(i) As with the well-known Word Frequency effect, and confirmed by large regression studies of complex, low 

frequency words in English (Baayen et al, 2008), and Dutch (Kuperman, 2008), the frequency of the inflected 

variant (lemma), (Table 1, col. 2, F(we) will always facilitate the variant’s identification  However, (ii) stem 

frequency (lexeme frequency) can either facilitate or inhibit processing, also confirmed by Baayen et al (2008); 

Kuperman (2008).  Finally  (iii) suffix (exponent variant) frequency can also either speed up or hinder processing.   

Thus both stem and exponent variant frequency can independently either speed up or inhibit processing,  

depending in each case on the relative strengths of coefficients that contribute to their value.  

II: Lexical operations at the paradigm and declension class level: entropy and relative entropy 
Milin et al then present IT-based discussions about complete sets of relative frequencies / probabilities of inflected 

variants: that is, about the relative frequency / probability distributions of the variants in their paradigms and 

classes. The information carried by such entire probability systems is referred to as their entropy, where entropy 

measures a system’s information uncertainty, symbolized by H, where: 

H = - Σe(Prπ(we) log2(Prπwe)), 

with Prπ(we) the probability of variants of the relevant lexeme, and it’s binary log, log2(Prπwe), the information 

associated with any particular variant.  

For any lexeme, it is possible to calculate the entropy (information uncertainty) in the system of probabilities of  

the alternate variants that constitute its paradigm, and also the entropy in the system of probabilities of its exponent 

suffixes, as they occur in the lexeme’s declension class, (which is larger than the paradigm).  Milin et al’s 

calculations show that for any one lexeme, these two entropy measures usually have different directions of effect,  

a difference that is greater in some paradigm - class pairs than in others. Relative entropy (RE) is the relationship 

between these two measures of entropy that arise from these two relative frequency distributions.  

III. Empirical applications  
Using a lexical decision task, Milin et al. investigated RE’s relevance to lexical processing, and of other variables 

including inflected variant (lemma) frequency, and stem (lexeme) frequency. Dependent variables were RT and 

error rate, and experimental words all ended in one of three suffixes -u, -e or -a. As Part I predicts, the mixed effects 

model showed that higher word variant frequencies in the corpus had shorter RTs (lower cost / higher probability); 

also case stem frequency shortened RT. However, RE had an independent effect: both RT and errors increased with 

higher RE (lower certainty), again higher cost / lower probability, probably due to the struggle to reconcile the two 

uncertainties (relative to paradigm and to declension class). These results firstly demonstrate the effectiveness of IT-

based Word and Paradigm morphology, and also support psycholinguistic connexionism (eg Westerman et al.2009).   

All the above work related to Serbian word changes, and it is reasonable to think that the same principles may apply 

to other Slav languages. However, word changes in most western languages arise from a process known as 

derivation, where morphological options are less clear-cut and more semantically based than inflect suffix changes. 

Thus derived words are created with affixes such as in-, pre-, un-, and –able, -ing etc. Milin et al’s final section 

describes empirical investigations where their weighted IT formulae were successfully applied to derived English 

words, thus demonstrating the substantial relevance of IT-based Word and Paradigm morphology far beyond the 

Slav family of languages. This shows again that Paradigm morphology (which is necessary for handling complex 

morphology such as Slav and Finno-Uralic, strongly challenges both associationist and dual processing varieties of 

structural linguistics, with their over-simplistic assumptions about inflection, and their cut and dried obligatory 

decomposition. 
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3. Neurosemantics 
3a: Russian Academy of Sciences Institute of Higher Nervous Activity, Moscow: alivanit@aha.ru 
Both neurosemantic papers consider a form of dual processing theory, but of semantic categories (Abstract / 

Concrete) rather than, as Lukács, vocabulary / grammar. Also both take ERP brain timing data as their evidence (as 

well as brain topology).  In fact, electrolytic techniques are superior to imaging methods for analyses of brain 

temporal functions, and are frequently and productively used in east and central Europe. As part of the very large 

research portfolio of the RAS Institute of Higher Nervous Activity, Moscow, Il’yuchenok, Sysoeva, and Ivanitsky 

(2008) use ERP methods to study semantic processing, which to date has been associated with the N400 signal (e.g. 

West & Holcomb, 2000). However, there is evidence that relevant information reaches the brain faster, e.g. reading 

comprehension rates of 36 ms / word (Rubin & Turano, 1992), or GSR masking of emotional and neutral words 

presented at 15 – 40 ms, (Silvert et al., 2004). Also, Ortigne et al (2004) found ERP signals to emotional and neutral 

words diverging from 100 – 140 ms, while studies involving judgment, (eg West & Holcombe, 2000) signals 

diverge only around 350 ms.  

Il’yuchenok and colleagues studied ERPs and topology in implicit (early) and explicit (later) semantic analyses. 

Abstractness and Concreteness were operational categories to explore dual processing theory in Paivio’s semantic 

version, (different brain processes and topographies for abstract & concrete words, the former using only the 

linguistic system, while concrete words use both linguistic and imagistic systems, Paivio, 1991, above p. 11). 

Against this, Il’yuchenok et al. consider Context Availability theory (Schwanenflugel et al, 1992): concrete words 

activate the single verbal system more intensively than abstract, due to the former’s denser word associations. 

Il’yuchenok et al. varied their task demands by introducing cued conditions to their silent word reading and word 

classification tasks. Thus the four conditions were: 1. simple silent reading without classification; 2. simple reading 

with classification into abstract or concrete; 3. classifying only words presented in a particular colour; 4. classifying 

words presented in a particular colour with colour cued.  

The readings from the 19 channel EEG amplitudes showed ERPs diverging from 40 to 100 ms in the silent reading 

and the simple classification tasks, and for the uncued words (those not needing explicit classification) in the cued 

tasks. The more complex tasks showed divergences in late (450 – 700 ms) components. Thus there was evidence of 

two semantic systems, one (at 40 – 100 ms) for very rapid, implicit semantic analysis, and a slower one for explicit 

analysis at 300 – 800 ms. Further, it appeared that the early activity could be suppressed by the greater task demand 

of the more complex tasks.  

There was evidence that the early (40 – 100ms) divergences occurred mainly in the right frontal areas for the simple 

reading task, and in more dorsal areas for the more complex tasks. The slow, explicit system occurred mainly in the 

left frontal area, again supporting dual processing theorists’ position that there are two distinct semantic processing 

systems, a right frontal attention modulation system for implicit, and a left frontal system for slower, explicit, 

semantic analysis.  

3b: New Bulgarian University, Department of Cognitive Sciences, Sofia – eandonova@nbu.bg 

This department works on a wide array cognitive and brain issues, in association with the U. of Denver, Colorado 

and other prestigious establishments (http://www.nbu.bg/cogs/center/index.html; see Up-Date 28, 2010 p. 6).  Main 

psycholingistic researchers are Elena Andonova, E. Gerganov, M. Stamenov, and Armina Janyan from Yerevan, 

Armenia.  They use a world-level range of models, often including ERP, to research grammar, semantics, cross-

modality etc, using cross-linguistic models to minimise anglocentrism.  

Like the Moscow team above, Janyan et al.(2009) also work on Paivio’s dual and Schwanenflugel’s single coding 

language processing systems, to deepen understanding of the single / dual brain management of language in the 

context of the abstractness and imagistic (concrete) aspects of word meaning. In the bilingual context, cognate 

words have the same form in two languages (лампд / lamp), non-cognate words differ. Cognates and concrete 

words usually process faster than non-cognates and abstract words, but the reasons are unclear, and differentiate 

dual and single coding theories. The faster translating of cognates may be due to their common form in both 

languages (word association for lexical-only, more superficial translation), or to the two words sharing  more 

features at both lexical and conceptual levels. Dual processing supports the latter (Kroll & De Groot 1997).  

Concrete words are translated faster (Schwanenflugel et al, 1988) and are also associated with larger ERP negative 

amplitudes than abstract (West & Holcomb, 2000; Lee & Federmeier, 2008). Single processing theorists claim 

stronger associations for concrete words in the single channel are responsible (Schwanenflugel et al, 1998), while 

dual processors claim that concrete words have faster access in both channels because of their dual (imagistic and 

lexical) qualities (Paivio, 1991).  

To investigate this, Janyan et al crossed Cognate/Non-cognate with Concrete / Abstract in a carefully managed ERP 

study of 18 bilinguals orally translating from Bulgarian to English. They argued that a dual process predicts larger 

and scalp distributed negative potentials for Concreteness and Cognateness.  Mean ERP data per subject from 
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300ms – 500ms and a grand sample average were computed for the N400 waveform, and subject to a 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 

ANOVA with the following conditions: Cognate status, Concreteness, Hemisphere and Topography (frontal x 

central collapsed with temporal x parietal). Significant main effects were: Concreteness (ERPs to concrete words 

were larger than to abstract, p < .001); Hemisphere (right ERPs were larger than left, p < .01); and Topography p < 

.01); and a marginal effect of Cognateness (p < .07). Importantly, a significant interaction of Concreteness (more 

imagistic) and Cognateness showed Concreteness (imagistic plus lexical features) affecting only the Cognate, not 

the Noncognate condition. Further a significant interaction (p < .01) of Concreteness and Topography showed 

Concreteness to be strongest in the centro-temporal, medium in the frontal and least in the parietal regions.   

The researchers argue with Paivio (1991) that Concreteness should be seen in both hemispheres because it is 

processed by imagery as well as by lexicon, and Abstract only in the left hemisphere because abstract words are 

processed only verbally, and that the topological distribution found in their data exactly supports that expected by 

dual processing models of semantic functioning. 
 

Summary of Up-Date overview 
Developmental papers: Word and paradigm analyses were applied to diminutive use during spontaneous 

mother-child language in the home setting of very young Lithuanian, Russian, Croatian and Hungarian children. 

This allowed many insights into the very beginning of their mastery of their complex morphologies. Factors 

associated with Slav and Hungarian languages include: individual child, parent and language differences, even 

languages from the same language family, e.g. different complexities and degrees of productivity of declension 
classes. These within child and within language factors show how the tasks vary for the parent-educators, who must 

consciously or unconsciously take their children through the zones of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1934 / 

1962.) so that the children maintain reasonable success (very few U-shaped curves, above p. xx), and remain 

motivated to continue to learn the morphology and other aspects of language. That parents achieve this is 

impressive to native English speakers.  

Regarding the developmental priority of pragmatic or semantic function, conclusions are mixed. However, these 

reports clearly demonstrate paradigm methodology producing statistically backed descriptions of one of the most 

significant human learning scenarios, namely the beginning of rule governed language. 

Clinical and adult papers: 

A common thread through papers 2a and 2b is complex morphology’s implications for dual processing theory in it’s 

related forms: grammatical / vocabulary distinction (Lukács as per Pinker & Prince, 1994); symbol manipulation / 

imagistic functioning, and variant suffixes / lexemes distinction (Szlachta, p. 3 above).  Agnes Lukács’s studies of 

Williams Syndrome children and young adults revealed a qualitative difference in only one subtest (Grammaticality 

Judgment) of one of the experiment (TROG; Bishop, 1983), raising doubts about the relevance of WS functioning 

for cognitive architecture in general, and particularly for dual processing theory. Lukács also found methodological 

weaknesses in reports of WS people’s vocabulary / grammar disparities that appear to support dual processing.  

Milin et al. grasp the morphological nettle with Word and Paradigm methodology, and their sophisticated, 

innovative investigations use a weighted Information Theory approach to show empirically that their IT formulae 

can explain morphological processing times, even at Relative Entropy level. This suggests that complex 

morphological operations involve lexical memory, thus challenging both dual processing and associationist versions 

of structuralist morphology.  

On the other hand, the two neurosemantic investigations from Moscow and Bulgaria both uphold the related dual 

coding theory on grounds of ERP wave differentiation of abstract and concrete nouns, and also of brain topology. 

Il’yuchenk’s paper (from Moscow) also shows amazingly quick (from 40 ms.) implicit semantic discriminations. So 

few papers cannot resolve this neurosemantic / behavioural opposition. What is most important, is that all the papers 

demonstrate east and central European psycholinguists using sophisticated methodologies that arise from their own 

highly complex grammatical systems (rather than from English) to present complex data that challenge western 

ideas about the processes of language learning and use.  

Overview provided by BEEPG secretary, Hilary Gray 

Contact details page 20 
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